We consider the Schrodinger equation with potential V(r) which decreases rapidly to -co as r--> co. Although the classical motion is unbounded in this case, there are quantum bound states nevertheless. An exact formula which gives the distribution of the eigenvalues is presented. To obtain this formula, the method developed by Milne, Ezawa, Larsen and others is used. § 1. Introduction Quantum bound states occuring in a potential for which the classical motion is unbounded have been studied by several authors.
Quantum bound states occuring in a potential for which the classical motion is unbounded have been studied by several authors. 1H ) In 1929, von Neumann and Wigner O treated the case of a particle with mass m in a centrally symmetric potential V(r), and considered the Schrodinger equation 
where E is an eigenvalue, if; an eigenfunction and r the distance from the origin. By direct calculation, they showed that when V(r) is given by V(r)= 2n:n ( S:;21 -S2r2P-2) , (S>2) (1°2) the function if; ( r) = r-<p+o/2sin( r P ) is an eigenfunction of Eq. (1°1) corresponding to the eigenvalue E=O and the integral JO'Iif;(r)12r 2 dr is finite. This potential decreases monotonically to -co as r-+ co . Classically, however, a particle moving in this potential has sufficient kinetic energy to go to infinity. Therefore it seems like there exists no discrete energy level. Nevertheless, their calculation shows that E=O 'is at least one energy level belonging to discrete spectrum. In analyzing their arguments, we find that J~I V(r)I~1!2dr< co (0< c< co) is essential. Putting / = rif;, we see that Eq. (1 °1) is equivalent to the equation
Here, we shall present some results of Ref. 4) . When the potential V(r) satisfies the conditions J~I V(r)I-1/2dr< co (0< c< co) and V(r)-+ -co(r-+ co ), the Schrodinger operator is not self-adjoint_ To get a self-adjoint operator it is necessary to impose suitable boundary conditions. For such a self-adjoint operator, we presented a formula to give the approximate distribution of eigenvalues. The formula, which corresponds to the quantization rule of Bohr and Sommerfeld in the old quantum theory, is where
is classically the time that a partiCle in VCr) takes to move from r=R to r== and back. We can get eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator by solving Eq. (1' 4) under a suitable initial condition; an E is an eigenvalue if and only if neE) is an integer. However, the formula mentioned above is the approximate one. It is the purpose of the present paper to obtain an exact formula that gives the distribution of eigenvalues. To achieve our purpose we will use the method proposed by Milne,S) by Ezawa et al. 6 ) and by Larsen. 2.1. First let us consider the case no=1. We can select a function U satisfying Tu = iu and fO'luI 2 dr=1.
)
Here it is worth while to emphasize that eigenfunctions of T are all square integrable on a neighborhood of 00.
We define which takes / into T/, then H(a) is a self-adjoint operator; moreover an arbitrary self-adjoint operator obtained by restricting T coincides with H(a) for exactly one a. 8 ) To consider the eigenvalue equation H(a)/=E/ for any a is a very difficult mathematical problem. However, fortunately, we have the following lemma. 8 )
Lemma 1 Let the function VCr) satisfy the condition that VCr) be extensible smoothly to an interval (-0, (0) 
We consider the eigenvalue problem H(80)f=Ef. Let u/r, E) (j=1,2) be linearly independent eigenfunctions of Tu=Eu. We can set 
Now we need functions iij(r, E) (j=1, 2) given by ii/r, E)=.u/r, E)uo'(r}-u/(r, E)uo(r).
(j=1,2)
By differentiating Eq. (3:7) with respect to r, we obtain
ii/(r, E)=uja( V(r)-Eo)uo-a( V(r)-E)ujuo
where E=a(E-Eo). The functions uij=1,2) satisfy the following relations:
To obtain an exact quantization formula for the operator H(eo), we must prove the following three lemmas.
Lemma 2 For each r in (0, 00), at least one of ut(r, E) and u2(r, E) is not zero.
Proof If there exists an ro (0 < ro < 00) such that Ut (ro, E) = U2( ro, E) = 0, then two
vectors (ut(ro, E), ut'(ro, E)) and (u2(rO, E), u{(ro, E)) are linearly dependent to the vector (uo(ro), uo'(ro)). Thus, there exists c(cER) such that (ut(ro, E), ut'(ro, E)) =c(ulro, E), u{(ro, E)).
On the other hand, since uij=1,2) satisfy the second order differential equation TUj=Euj,wehaveut(r, E)=cu2(r, E)on(O, 00). This result is inconsistent with the fact that Ut and U2 are linearly independent.
Lemma 3 The functions ut(r, E) and u2(r, E) have definite limiting values as r approaches 00, and at least one of these values is not zero.
Proof Asymptotic forms of uo and u/j=l, 2) as r-'>OO are given by:4)
uo(r)"'" I V(r)l-t/4{A o exp(ira x(r))+ Aoexp( -ira x(r))} ,
where x(r)=gl V(r)lt/2 dr (0< a<oo) and A/j=l, 2) are complex numbers. Substituting Eqs. (3 ·11) and (3 ·12) into Eq. (3·7), we get
Therefore there exist finite limiting values limT~=uir, E). Moreover supposing that limT~= Uj=O (j=1, 2), we have a real constant c such that (At, A t)=c(A2, A2). Then from Eq. (3 ·12) we conclude that the asymptotic form of Ut coincides with that of CU2. SO ut(r, E)=culr, E) for all r in (0,00). This result is inconsistent with the fact that Ut and U2 are linearly independent.
Lemma 4 The functions ut(r, E) and u2(r, E) have definite limiting values as r approaches zero, and at least one of these values is not zero.
Proof The behavior of Uo at r=O is as follows: 
Now let us introduce w(r, E) and e(r, E):5) iller, E)=w(r, E)-cose(r, E), ilzCr, E)=w(r, E)-sine(r, E).
Then the Wronskian Weill, il2) is expressed in the form
Equations (3-9) Considering lemmas 2~4, Eqs. (3-11) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and the assumption (a1) (see § 2), we can find that the integral (3 -22) is convergent. Of UI and U2, only U2 is regular at r =0. So E is an eigenvalue of H(eo) if and only if u2EflJ(eO), that is, limr~=il2(r, E) = limr~= w(r, E)sine(r, E)=O. On the other hand, from lemma 3, we obtain limr~= w(r, E) *0 and lim r~=e(r, E)=7r(n(E)+m). This completes the proof of the following theorem which corresponds to that in Refs. 5 Finally we give another expression for neE). Following Larsen/ l we define Z(r, E) by Z(r, E)=(ii l +iii2)-1 a~(iil+iii2). Thus we get the following expression for neE):
